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The tidal disruption of a star by a supermassive black hole leads to a short-
lived thermal flare. Despite extensive searches, radio follow-up observations
of known thermal stellar tidal disruption flares (TDFs) have not yet produced
a conclusive detection. We present a detection of variable radio emission from
a thermal TDF, which we interpret as originating from a newly launched jet.
The multi-wavelength properties of the source present a natural analogy with
accretion state changes of stellar mass black holes, which suggests all TDFs
could be accompanied by a jet. In the rest frame of the TDF, our radio ob-
servations are an order of magnitude more sensitive than nearly all previous
upper limits, explaining how these jets, if common, could thus far have escaped
detection.
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Although radio jets are a ubiquitous and well-studied feature of accreting compact objects, it
remains unclear why only a subset of active galactic nuclei (AGN) are radio-loud. A stellar tidal
disruption flare (TDF) presents a novel method with which to study jet production in accreting
supermassive black holes. These flares occur after perturbations to a star’s orbit have brought
it to within a few tens of Schwarzschild radii of the central supermassive black hole and the
star gets torn apart by the black hole’s tidal force. A large amount of gas is suddenly injected
close to the black hole event horizon and we therefore anticipate the launch of a relativistic jet
as this stellar debris gets accreted (1, 2). About two dozen TDFs have so far been discovered
at soft x-ray, UV, and optical wavelengths, e.g., (3–5). All of these flares can be described
by black body emission, hence their description as thermal TDFs. Hard x-ray emission from
a relativistic jet launched after a stellar disruption has been observed in three cases (6–10).
These so-called relativistic TDFs are readily detected at radio frequencies [the best-studied
source, Swift J1644+57, reached a peak flux of 30 mJy at 22 GHz (11,12)]. Surprisingly, radio
observations of thermal TDFs show no signs of equally powerful jets (13, 14), bringing into
question the universality of jet production triggered by large changes in the accretion rate (15).
On December 2 2014, the All-Sky Automated Survey for Supernovae (ASAS-SN) reported
the discovery of ASASSN-14li (16), an optical transient with a blue continuum in SwiftUV/Optical
Telescope (UVOT) follow-up observations, located in the nucleus of a galaxy at redshift z =
0.021. These properties prompted this transient to be classified as a potential stellar tidal dis-
ruption flare. The source was also detected in Swift x-ray Telescope (XRT) observations, but
only at soft x-ray energies (0.3–1 keV; Fig. 1). We began a radio monitoring campaign with the
Arcminute Microkelvin Imager (AMI) at 15.7 GHz 22 days after the first Swift observation and
obtained two observations with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) at 1.4 GHz
[see Supporting Material (SM), table S1]. The 15.7 GHz light curve shows a monotonic decay
(factor 5 decrease in 140 days; Fig. 2), suggesting that we observed the fading of a relativistic
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outflow that was produced by the impulsive accretion event onto the supermassive black hole.
The host galaxy is detected at 3 mJy in archival radio images at 1.4 GHz. The expected
radio flux due to star formation is at most 10−3 mJy (SM) and we therefore conclude that
the pre-flare radio flux is due to an AGN. The only other property of the host that suggests
ongoing accretion before the flare in 2014 is a narrow [O III] emission line with a luminosity
of L[O III] = 8 × 1038 erg s−1. This low luminosity implies the AGN was in the radiatively
inefficient, jet-dominated mode (17).
Based on the detection of an AGN prior to the optical flare, one might infer ASASSN-14li
to be a brief period of enhanced activity of the pre-existing accretion disk, but this is incon-
sistent with nearly all of the observed properties of the flare. First, the very low x-ray black
body temperature (T ≈ 0.06 keV), including significant absorption features, is unlike the x-ray
properties of any known AGN (18). Second, the large x-ray flux increase with respect to the
archival upper limit (Fig. 1) is seen for less than 0.5% of sources in a blind all-sky search for
x-ray variability (19). Third, the factor of 100 increase with respect to the baseline UV flux
seen in ASASSN-14li is over an order of magnitude larger than observed in a 3 year monitoring
campaign of 663 AGN (20). And finally, we found no significant variability in eight years of
optical observations of the host galaxy of ASASSN-14li by the Catalina Real-Time Transient
Survey. A stellar tidal disruption is therefore the best interpretation for ASASSN-14li.
The x-ray temperature and luminosity of ASASSN-14li are similar to thermal TDFs dis-
covered with x-ray surveys (3) and can be explained by a newly formed, radiatively efficient
accretion disk with an inner radius at a few Schwarzschild radii from the black hole (21). Its
optical/UV properties are also very similar to previous optically-discovered TDFs, which are
characterized by a large and constant black body temperature [T = (2 − 3) × 104 K; table S5
and fig. S2].
Thermal TDFs are typically detected at optical/UV or soft x-ray frequencies, but not both
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(table S3). This could be explained by the existence of a region at 1000 Schwarzschild radii
from the black hole that produces the optical emission via reprocessing of the x-ray photons
that originate from the inner accretion disk (22). If the product of the optical depth for x-ray
ionization and the covering factor of this region is  1, luminous optical emission would be
produced while x-rays from the inner disk are obscured. In this model, ASASSN-14li can be
explained if the evolution of the reprocessing layer gradually allows the escape of more x-ray
photons towards our line of sight. This would explain why the x-ray light curve tracks the
theoretical t−5/3 fallback rate only after about 100 days into the monitoring campaign (Fig. 2)
and why the optical light curve of x-ray dim TDFs show significantly less variability than that
of ASASSN-14li [e.g., the x-ray dim TDF PS1-10jh (23) showed only 0.03 mag root-mean-
square variability, compared with 0.2 mag for ASASSN-14li]. An alternative explanation for
the initially constant x-ray flux is inefficient circularization of the tidal debris streams (24),
which slows down the formation of the inner accretion disk.
The key property of ASASSN-14li is the detection of variable radio emission. Adopting the
standard flat or slightly-inverted radio spectrum (17) for emission of the original AGN jet, we
found that our 15.7 GHz observations were always below the 3 mJy baseline level of this jet.
The decaying 15.7 GHz light curve of ASASSN-14li therefore indicates that we have observed
the termination of an AGN jet because of an increased accretion rate. If the AGN jet had
not been terminated, we would have expected an increase with respect to this baseline level.
Without an engine to drive particle acceleration in the AGN jet, the synchrotron luminosity will
decrease on a timescale of ∼ 10 days at 10 GHz. Inverse Compton cooling of the electrons on
TDF photons can speed up this decrease by a factor ∼ 10 (SM). Hence the radio flux of the
original AGN jet is unlikely to be a dominant component to our post-flare radio observations.
The combined optical and x-ray luminosity during the first month of observations of ASASSN-14li
amounts to a few tens of percent of the Eddington luminosity (adopting a central black hole mass
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of 106.5M; SM), compared to < 1% of the Eddington limit prior to the flare. ASASSN-14li
shares several properties with the flares produced by stellar mass black holes upon being sub-
jected to similarly large changes in their accretion rates. Accretion onto stellar mass black holes
in x-ray binaries (XRBs) occurs in two distinct spectral modes, which are separated by a state
change that occurs at a few percent of the Eddington luminosity (25). Radio observations of
XRBs consistently show the disappearance of a steady compact jet and the launch of transient
ejecta during the change from the non-thermal (hard) state to the thermal (soft) state (15). In
direct analogy with XRBs, the steady jet that existed prior to the infall of material from the tidal
disruption has been quenched or suppressed, and the accretion disk spectrum is now dominated
by thermal emission. The co-added Swift XRT data of the TDF shows no evidence for a non-
thermal (2–10 keV) component at the level needed to power the pre-flare [O III] line luminosity
(SM), suggesting that the geometrically thick accretion flow that powered the previous steady
jet has collapsed.
The maximum radio luminosity of ASASSN-14li is three orders of magnitude lower than
that of Swift J1644+57 (11) and evolves on a much shorter timescale. This immediately implies
a large difference in jet power between these two events. The radio light curve of ASASSN-14li
can be reproduced by using a model similar to that applied to Swift J1644+57 (1), in which
synchrotron shock emission is produced as the transient ejecta decelerate upon interacting with
dense gas in the nuclear region surrounding the black hole. Assuming the ejecta were launched
∼ 20 days before the first Swift observation of ASASSN-14li and applying a simple blast wave
model yields a total jet energy of Ej ∼ 1048 erg, under the common assumption that 20 and 1%
of the energy dissipated by the shocks is placed into relativistic electrons and magnetic fields,
respectively (1). This energy is four orders of magnitude lower than the total jet energy of
Swift J1644+57 (26).
By the time of our radio observations, the newly launched jet would have swept up enough
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matter to slow to mildly relativistic velocities (bulk Lorentz factor Γj ≈ 2), causing each lobe to
spread laterally in a quasi-spherical manner (similar to a mushroom cloud). The approximately
isotropic nature of the radio emission at the time of the observations also implies that a finely
tuned viewing angle with respect to the jet axis is not required. The gas density of ∼ 103 cm−3
that is required to decelerate the jet at a characteristic radius of 0.1 pc can be explained by the
Bondi accretion flow needed to supply the radiatively inefficient flow that existed before the
flare (SM). The deceleration of the new jet implies it cannot be launched into the funnel cleared
by the previous jet, which occurs naturally if the new jet orientation is determined by the angular
momentum of the new accretion disk rather than the black hole spin vector.
Adopting the analogy of tidal disruption events as laboratories for studying accretion physics,
we have thus far obtained two well-sampled multi-wavelength experiments with very different
outcomes: one yielded a powerful jet (Swift J1644+57), whereas the second event promptly
followed-up at radio frequencies (ASASSN-14li) revealed a much weaker jet. A common expla-
nation for the wide range of black hole jet efficiency is black hole spin — powerful jets require
higher spin. This model, however, cannot readily explain the radio light curve of ASASSN-14li,
because it would predict that the radio luminosity should increase after the disruption (because
the spin remains unchanged, whereas the gas supply is greatly enhanced with respect to the
pre-disruption accretion rate). Besides spin, powerful jets may require a large magnetic flux
near the black hole horizon (27). Our observations could suggest that the magnetic flux stored
in a pre-existing accretion flow is not tapped efficiently upon the disruption and accretion of a
star, contrary to simulation predictions (28).
The majority of radio follow-up observations of thermal TDFs were obtained many years
after the peak of the flare. Our observations are the first to sample the light curve within 30
days of the peak. Combined with the low redshift of ASASSN-14li, this explains why similar
jets in previous thermal TDFs have eluded detection (table S4). In analogy with the consistent
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production of transient jets during accretion flow state changes of stellar mass black holes,
our observations suggest that radio-emitting outflows could be a common feature of all TDFs.
Adopting a 5-σ detection threshold of 90 µJy for a monthly all-sky survey with the Square
Kilometer Array at 1.4 GHz (29), a galaxy density of 5× 10−3 Mpc−3 and a jet production rate
equal to the observed thermal TDF rate [3× 10−5 galaxy−1 year−1 (30)] yields a detection rate
of ∼ 102 thermal TDF jets per year. Although the non-thermal tidal disruption jets selected by
Swift are much more powerful, they are a smaller subpopulation of all stellar disruptions. In
blind radio transients surveys, both types of TDF jets could be detected at roughly similar rates.
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Figure 1: Flare and host spectral energy distribution (SED). Shown is the first epoch
of the series of Swift x-ray (unfolded spectrum) and broadband optical/UV observations of
ASASSN-14li. These observations can each be described by a single black body with T =
7.7 × 105 K and T = 3.5 × 104 K, respectively (blue lines; width reflects uncertainty on the
temperature). The SED of the host galaxy based on archival data (gray squares) shows no sign
of star formation or an AGN as demonstrated by our best-fit synthetic galaxy spectrum (green
line). The pre-flare x-ray limit is shown for both a black body spectrum of similar tempera-
ture as the current x-ray spectrum (gray solid line) and a standard power-law AGN spectrum
(Γ = 1.9; gray dashed-line).
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Figure 2: Multi-wavelength light curves of the tidal disruption flare ASASSN-14li. A.
Integrated soft x-ray (0.3–1 keV) luminosity and monochromatic (νLν) near-UV (UVW2-band)
luminosity. A spline fit to the observed g-band light curve of the known tidal flare PS1-10jh (23),
corrected for cosmological time dilation and scaled up by 15%, is shown for reference (solid
line). The dashed gray line indicates a (t − t0)−5/3 power law, the approximate theoretically
expected fallback rate of the stellar debris for a disruption at t0. The normalization of the
time-axis (in Modified Julian Day, MJD) is chosen to highlight that the (late-time) light curves
are consistent with this power-law (t0 = 56947 ± 2 MJD; Fig. S1). Error bars show the 1-σ
statistical uncertainty, often smaller than the marker size. B. Monochromatic radio luminosity
at 15.7 GHz (AMI) and 1.4 GHz (WSRT) of ASASSN-14li and our jet model (solid lines). The
spectral indices during the two epochs of dual radio frequency coverage are −0.4 ± 0.1 and
−0.6 ± 0.1 (first and second epoch, respectively). The two most stringent upper limits on
the early-time 5 GHz emission of previous thermal TDFs (gray triangles; table S4) were not
sensitive enough to detect transient radio emission similar to ASASSN-14li.
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1 Radio Observations
ASASSN-14li is coincident with the nucleus of the galaxy PGC 043234 (12:48:15.2 +17:46:26,
J2000), which is a known faint radio emitter with an archival 1.4 GHz flux from the NRAO
VLA Sky Survey (31) or NVSS (NVSS 124815+174629, flux S1.4 = 3.2± 0.4 mJy, mean time
of observations 50105.2 MJD corresponding to 19 years before outburst) and the Faint Images
of the Radio Sky at Twenty centimeters (32, 33) or FIRST survey (FIRST J124815.2+174626,
flux S1.4 = 2.67±0.15 mJy, mean time of observations 51507.6 MJD corresponding to 15 years
before outburst). The archival data show no sign of significant radio variability between these
two epochs (34).
ASASSN-14li was first observed with the Arcminute Microkelvin Imager Large Array (35)
or AMI-LA on 2014-12-23.08 (57014.1 MJD), which detected a radio source coincident with
PGC 043234, and consequently ASASSN-14li, yielding a peak flux of 1.93 ± 0.11 mJy at
15.7 GHz. ASASSN-14li was monitored on nearly a weekly basis with the majority of obser-
vations lasting approximately 4 hours.
The AMI-LA consists of eight 12.8m dishes that have baseline lengths of 18-110m, with an
effective frequency range of 13.9-17.5 GHz when using the 0.72 GHz bandwidth channels 3-7
(channels 1, 2, and 8 are disregarded due to their current susceptibility to interference). The
AMI data reduction was performed using the fully-automated calibration and imaging pipeline
AMISURVEY (36,37).
For the calibration stage, AMISURVEY makes use of the AMI specific software package
REDUCE, which is designed to take the raw AMI-LA data and automatically flag for interfer-
ence, shadowing, and hardware errors, conduct phase and amplitude calibrations, and Fourier
transforms the data into uv-FITS format (38). Short interleaved observations of J1255+1817
were used for phase calibration. For the imaging stage, AMISURVEY then calls out to an auto-
mated imaging algorithm, CHIMENEA, which is built upon the Common Astronomy Software
Applications package or CASA (39) and is specifically designed to deal with multi-epoch radio
observations of transients (40). The integrated fluxes were then measured from the resulting im-
ages using the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) Transients Pipeline or TraP, which is a pipeline
designed by the LOFAR Transients Key Science Project (TKP; http://www.transientskp.org)
to identify transients in radio data [see (41)]. All flux errors output by the TraP are based on
Gaussian statistics (31).
After observing a factor of two decrease in the AMI-LA light curve of ASASSN-14li dur-
ing January and February of 2014 we decided it was prudent to obtain radio observations at
1.4 GHz to quantify the radio variability of the core of PGC 043234, which can be compared
to the baseline flux values from NVSS and FIRST that predate ASASSN-14li. We applied for
director’s discretionary time on the Westerbork Synthesis Radio telescope (WSRT, comprising
14 dishes of 25m diameter) and obtained two 12 hour observations at 1.4 GHz on 2015-02-
19.85 (57072.9 MJD) and 2015-04-01.74 (57113.7 MJD); 9 of the 14 dishes were operational.
The flux and phase calibrations were performed using 3C147 for both observations. The data
reduction and analysis were performed with the Multi-channel Image Reconstruction, Image
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Analysis, and Display (42) or MIRIAD software package using standard techniques, with the
integrated fluxes being measured using the IMFIT task. The flux errors correspond to the root-
mean-square (RMS) of the intensity as measured with the IMSAD task. We also remeasured the
flux of the radio source in the FIRST data using the same MIRIAD tools. By analyzing all the
1.4 GHz images with the same software we can eliminate any difference that may be caused
by the software package rather than intrinsic variability. Our earliest WSRT observation clearly
shows a drop in the flux level when compared to the archival value from FIRST; the second
WSRT observation shows the flux to have increased by 40%. AMI-LA observations were also
scheduled to coincide with these two WSRT observations to obtain simultaneous spectral infor-
mation. Both of these AMI-LA observations were rain affected. Though a rain correction has
been applied to these data there still may be some residual uncompensated flux attenuation. The
large error bars on these flux values reflect the uncertainty in these measurements. The spec-
tral indices during the two WSRT observations were −0.4± 0.1 (57072 MJD) and −0.6± 0.1
(57113 MJD). The details and results of our AMI and WSRT observations, and the new flux
measurement of the archival FIRST observation, are given in table S1.
2 Host galaxy and AGN
In this section we present the archival data that allow us to infer the properties of the host galaxy
of ASASSN-14li and the pre-existing AGN, prior to the stellar tidal disruption flare (TDF).
The host galaxy of ASASSN-14li has been observed over 270 times on a 8 year baseline by
the optical Catalina Real-Time Transient Survey (43). Our analysis of the cataloged data (DR2)
reveals no large outburst prior to the TDF. We computed the inverse-variance weighted mean
magnitude of each year, finding a root-mean-square (rms) variability over the 8 year baseline of
0.03 mag.
The broad-band SED of the host galaxy, shown in Fig. 1 of the main text, includes data
from:
• The Wide Field Infrared Survey Explorer (44). We used unWISE forced photometry (45)
for the W1, W2 and W3 bands.
• Two Micron All Sky Survey (46), using a 6” aperture to extract the total galaxy flux from
the J- H- and K-band images.
• SDSS u, g, r, i, z model magnitudes (47).
• Galaxy Evolution Explorer (48), using a 6” aperture to extract the flux from the NUV and
FUV images.
• ROSAT All Sky Survey (49). We used both a power-law with index Γ = 1.9 and a black
body spectrum with T = 0.06 keV to convert the 90% CL upper limit on the count rate
(0.005 counts s−1, based on the exposure map at the location of the source) to a limit on
the flux, using a hydrogen column depth of 4× 1020 cm−2 (18).
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Table S1: Radio observations of ASASSN-14li.
Obs. start Int. time Facility Frequency Peak flux density
(MJD) (hrs) (GHz) (mJy)
51505.66 47.0∗ FIRST 1.4 2.55± 0.14
57014.08 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 1.93± 0.11
57015.17 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 1.95± 0.13
57017.10 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 1.98± 0.11
57021.11 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 2.10± 0.12
57039.09 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 1.58± 0.09
57061.05 1.0 AMI-LA 15.7 1.02± 0.10
57066.00 2.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.87± 0.07
57068.09 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.84± 0.06
57069.97 2.0 AMI-LA 15.7 1.08± 0.12
57072.85 12.0 WSRT 1.4 1.91± 0.06
57072.98 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.74± 0.15
57077.06 3.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.83± 0.06
57079.06 3.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.62± 0.06
57082.11 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.67± 0.05
57085.09 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.75± 0.05
57090.08 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.81± 0.08
57094.06 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.72± 0.06
57098.95 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.69± 0.06
57109.04 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.86± 0.09
57113.74 12.0 WSRT 1.4 2.46± 0.05
57113.98 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.64± 0.18
57118.98 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.73± 0.07
57122.94 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.68± 0.06
57125.98 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.60± 0.05
57127.97 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.66± 0.05
57133.96 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.47± 0.06
57138.94 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.49± 0.05
57142.95 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.50± 0.05
57145.92 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.45± 0.06
57150.75 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.55± 0.10
57153.73 4.0 AMI-LA 15.7 0.38± 0.09
∗ Timespan of the observations.
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All magnitudes are corrected for Galactic dust extinction using E(B − V ) = 0.024 (50)
and a Fitzpatrick extinction curve (51, 52). To estimate the stellar mass and the star formation
rate (SFR), we fit the host galaxy SED with a population synthesis model using ISEDFIT (53).
ISEDFIT is a Bayesian fitting code that compares a large Monte Carlo grid of SED models, which
span a wide range of stellar population parameters (e.g., age, metallicity, and star formation
history), to the observed photometry to estimate the host galaxy properties. Stochastic bursts
of star formation of varying amplitude, duration, and onset time are superimposed, allowing
for a wide range of possible star formation histories (54, 55). ISEDFIT marginalizes the full
posterior probability distribution of stellar masses and SFRs over all other parameters and thus
encapsulates both the uncertainties in the observations and the model parameter degeneracies.
The reduced χ2 of the best-fit model is 0.85. We take the median stellar mass and SFR from the
full probability distribution functions as the best estimate of the stellar mass and SFR and find
(2.9± 0.01)× 109M and 10−2.8±0.7M yr−1, respectively.
The velocity dispersion of the stellar absorption lines in the SDSS spectrum is σ = 61 ±
4 km s−1 (56,57), from which we estimate a black hole mass (BH) ofMBH = 106.2±0.3M (58),
with the uncertainty in the exponent reflecting the scatter in the M–σ relation. The velocity dis-
persion is below the SDSS spectral resolution for a single line, but is reliable because multiple
absorption lines are detected at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The mass of the central BH of
the host of ASASSN-14li can also be estimated from the total stellar mass. We use the bulge-
to-total-ratio of (59), 0.82± 0.03 in the i-band, to find a BH mass of MBH = 106.8±0.3M (58).
We adopt 106.5M as our fiducial mass estimate.
The SFR can be used to estimate the radio luminosity (60),
SFR(M yr−1) = 7.8× 10−37L1.4 GHz (erg s−1) .
From the SFR estimate based on the stellar population synthesis we find a predicted 1.4 GHz ra-
dio flux of Sν = 10−2.9±0.7 mJy. This low radio flux is clearly inconsistent with the 3 mJy radio
detections obtained years before the outburst (from NVSS and FIRST, see previous section).
Besides the pre-flare radio detection, a second indicator that the host of ASASSN-14li har-
bors an AGN is the detection of [O III] line emission in the SDSS spectrum; we measured
a luminosity of (8.1 ± 0.7) × 1038 erg s−1. The detection of [O III] without any signature of
Hβ emission implies that high-energy photons of non-stellar origin are responsible for the line
emission (61). The luminosity of this continuum can be estimated from the correlation be-
tween hard x-ray (2–10 keV) and [O III] luminosity as observed for type-I AGN (62), yielding
LX = 10
41.0±0.5 erg s−1. This pre-flare x-ray luminosity is consistent with the upper limit on
the flux in this energy range, LX < 1040.7 erg s−1 based on the ROSAT non-detection.
Applying a bolometric correction (63) to the ROSAT upper limit on the x-ray luminosity, we
find an upper limit on the disk luminosity of a radiatively efficient accretion disk (i.e., broad-
line quasar, or type-1 AGN) of Lbol < 1041.7±0.3 erg s−1. When we convert the [O III] line
luminosity to a bolometric disk luminosity, using the correlation observed for type-I AGN (64),
we find Lbol = 1042.4±0.4 erg s−1. While the conversion between [O III] luminosity and the
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non-thermal continuum flux that is ionizing this line can be expected to remain roughly valid
at low accretion rates, the conversion to bolometric luminosity is a strict upper limit since the
AGN is not likely to be radiatively efficient at such a low Eddington ratio. The bolometric disk
luminosity estimated from the [O III] data is inconsistent with the limit on the disk luminosity
from the broad-band host galaxy SED, which we estimate to be Lbol < 1041.5±0.3 (based on
the lack of blue-bump emission at < 10% of the host galaxy light in the u-band). We are thus
driven to conclude that the AGN that existed before the stellar tidal disruption was radiatively
inefficient and accreting at a rate less than 1% of the Eddington limit.
3 Optical and UV observations
The Swift satellite observed the field of ASASSN-14li starting 2014 November 30, 8 days after
the discovery of the transient by ASASSN (16, 65). Here we report on the properties derived
from the Swift UV Optical Telescope (UVOT) data obtained between 2014 November 30 and
2015 August 12.
The UVOT observations were reduced following the standard procedures and software
(UVOTSOURCE). We used a 4” aperture and the B, U, UVW1, UVM2, and UVW2 filters,
spanning 1928–4392 A˚ (66). We present the results of our fit for the (rest-frame) black body
temperature and radius of the flare in table S5. Since the host galaxy flux in the UVOT filters
is unknown, we used our galaxy model (see previous section) to compute the flux from the
host plus a black body and convolved this spectrum with the UVOT filters. We adopted a 5%
uncertainty on our estimate of the host flux.
The luminosity integrated over the UVOT bands is (2.6 ± 0.1) × 1043 erg s−1 at the first
epoch of observations; the peak black body luminosity is (5.4± 2.4)× 1043 erg s−1.
If the light curve of ASASSN-14li is similar to the well-sampled TDF PS1-10jh, the peak
occurred about 8 days before the first UVOT observation (Fig. S1). This inference is consistent
with the Liverpool Telescope g-band data that indicates the flare was caught at or before its
peak (16). If we fit the UVW2 light curve of ASASSN-14li with a power-law, F ∝ (t − t0)p,
we find t0 = −39 ± 9 days since the first UVOT observation and p = −1.71 ± 0.14, or
p = (−5.1± 0.4)/3. The entire NUV light curve is well fit by this power law; the most recent
epochs of observation demonstrate that it is not described by an exponential decay. This is
in contrast to the initial conclusion of (16), who analyzed a subset of this light curve, but is
consistent with the majority of optically-selected TDFs.
4 X-ray observations
Here we report on results obtained using the Swift X-ray Telescope (XRT) data between 2014
November 30 and 2015 August 12. The ftools software package tool xselect has been used
to extract source and background photons from regions centered on the best-fit source po-
sition and a source free region on the CCD, respectively. All observations were obtained
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Figure S1: Light curve of ASASSN-14li on a log-linear scale. We compare the light curve
to TDF PS1-10jh (solid blue line) and several simple models. On this log-linear scale an ex-
ponential decay (L ∝ e−t) appears as a straight line, which does not describe the observations.
Instead, a single power law with index p = −5/3 provides a decent fit (green dashed lines),
the rms scatter to this fit is 0.16 mag. If we leave the power-law index as a free parameter
(solid orange line), we find that a relatively narrow range of indices is consistent with the data:
p = −1.7± 0.1.
in photon–counting mode where two-dimensional information is available. Circular extrac-
tion regions with radii of 59 and 71 arcseconds were used for the source and background re-
gions, respectively. Events were selected if their event-grade was 0–12. We used the response
file swxpc0to12s6_20130101v014.rmf during our spectral analysis while ancillary re-
sponse files were created for each observation separately using the ftools command XRTMKARF.
We found that the typical XRT King profile (67) provides a good description for the observed
PSF, hence pile-up is unlikely to be a problem for our observations.
The extracted spectra were analyzed using the XSPEC package (68) version 12.8.2. For the
fit statistic, we use Cash statistics (69) modified to account for the subtraction of background
counts, the so called W-statistics (70). We have determined spectral parameters of a black body
model restricting the fits to photon energies in the range from 0.3–7 keV and adopted a hydrogen
column depth of 4× 1020 cm−2 (18).
The x-ray light curve shows only very minor evolution in luminosity and spectral shape
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Table S2: Temperature and luminosity evolution of ASASSN-14li and other TDFs.
TDF name Instrument d lnT/dt d lnL/dt Band
(×10−3 d−1) (×10−2 d−1)
ASASSN-14li XRT −0.9± 0.1 −0.59± 0.04 0.3–1 keV
ASASSN-14li UVOT −0.3± 0.4 −1.91± 0.02 U
PS1-11af (71) PS1 0± 2 −1.8± 0.2 gPS1
SDSS-TDE1 (5) SDSS −2± 4 −1.7± 0.1 g
SDSS-TDE2 (5) SDSS −3± 2 −0.8± 0.1 g
(table S2). The median integrated x-ray luminosity from 0.3–7 keV is 7× 1042 erg s−1 and the
median black body luminosity is 6 × 1043 erg s−1. The sum of the integration time of the XRT
exposures is 144 ks. For energies larger than 2 keV, only 16 photons are detected, allowing us
to set a 90% CL upper limit on the count rate of 1.1 × 10−4 counts s−1. For a photon index of
Γ = 2, this upper limit on the count rate implies a maximum hard x-ray (2–10 keV) luminosity
of LX < 1039.7 erg s−1. This limit is not consistent with the expected hard x-ray luminosity that
is needed to power the pre-flare [O III] line luminosity (LX < 1041.0±0.5 erg s−1; see section 2),
suggesting the source of the hard x-ray photons has disappeared, or at least become significantly
fainter, after the optical flare.
5 Comparison to other TDFs
Up to now, ≈ 12 nuclear flares that are strong TDF candidates have been found in optical/UV
imaging surveys (including ASASSN-14li), which all share two key properties: blue colors
(Fig. S2) and a constant black body temperature (table S2). The mean K-corrected g-band peak
absolute magnitude of these 12 sources is mg = −18.9 and the scatter is 1.0 mag. With an
observed peak absolute magnitude of mg = −17.7, ASASSN-14li is at the faint end of the
TDF population but not an outlier. The light curve of ASASSN-14li appears similar to other
well-sampled TDFs such as PS1-10jh (23) and PTF-09ge (78) (Fig. S1). We note that TDFs
can also be identified in spectroscopic surveys (76) and a few strong candidates have been
reported (74, 77). The peak luminosity of these events is poorly constrained, hence we cannot
compare them directly to ASASSN-14li.
About a dozen TDFs have been found in x-ray surveys [a recent review (79) lists 13 high
amplitude x-ray flares, which is a subsample of all x-ray TDFs, selected to have an established
galaxy counterpart without AGN signatures in its optical spectrum]. The x-ray selected TDFs
have “soft” spectra at the time of their peak. The best-studied thermal x-ray TDF, NGC 5905
(3, 80), has a luminosity of LX = 7 × 1042 erg s−1 and kT = 0.06 keV at its peak, both of
which are similar to the x-ray properties of ASASSN-14li. The x-ray light curve of ASASSN-
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Figure S2: ASASSN-14li in the locus of TDFs. This color-color diagram shows 12 known tidal
disruption flares candidates that have been found in UV/optical imaging surveys, ASASSN-14li
is shown by the filled star symbol. The supernovae are from an unbiased sample of transients
within 1” of their host galaxy (5) and the AGN shown here are spectroscopically-confirmed
quasars from SDSS (72,73) with z < 0.4.
14li is difficult to compare to past soft x-ray-selected TDF candidates, because it is by far the
best sampled. Past TDF candidates found through thermal x-ray emission show decaying light
curves that can often be fit to a t−5/3 power law, but the cadence of these observations is typically
∼ 6 months or even longer (80, 81). At late times, the light curve of ASASSN-14li, appears
consistent with a t−5/3 decay.
Six tidal flares found by their UV or optical signatures have been followed-up with x-ray
observations (table S3). Five of these were either not detected, or were two orders of magnitude
fainter than ASASSN-14li. The sixth tidal disruption flare, D3-13, was detected at LX ∼
1043 erg s−1, but only in one out of three Chandra exposures, implying a factor of 10 variability
on day timescales, a large difference with the x-ray light curve of ASASSN-14li.
Besides the two dozen TDFs that have been found through their thermal emission, three
more TDFs have been found their non-thermal (hard x-ray) emission triggering the Swift Burst
Alert Telescope (BAT) (6–10). The non-thermal emission is explained by a newly-launched jet
with a small inclination to our line of sight (6). Thermal emission from these events has been
found in sensitive optical/infra-red follow-up observations (9, 10, 82) — although a caveat is
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Table S3: x-ray follow-up observations of TDFs discovered in UV/optical surveys
TDF name ∆T LX Energy Notes
(days) (erg s−1) (keV)
ASASSN-14li 10–100 1× 1043 0.3–1 Median luminosity
ASASSN-14ae (71) 10–100 < 1× 1041 0.3–10 Co-added XRT data
PS1-10jh (23) 365 < 6× 1041 0.1–10
D1-9 (4) 840 4× 1041 ≈ 0.2 Four photons detected
J0952+21 (74) ∼ 103 1× 1041 0.1–10 Start of flare not constrained,
J0952+21 ∼ 103 4× 1040 10–20 relatively hard x-ray spectrum
D23-H1 (75) 3 < 7× 1040 0.2–2
D23-H1 116 < 1× 1041 0.2–10
D3-13 (75) 437 < 2× 1042 0.3–2
D3-13 437+1 2× 1043 0.3–1 After previous non-detection
D3-13 437+30 < 1× 1042 0.3–2 After first observation
optical synchrotron emission, which can also explain part of these observations, as evidenced
by the relatively high degree of optical polarization seen for Swift J1644+57 (83). The peak
black body luminosity of Swift J2058+05 is ∼ 1044.7 erg s−1 and the total energy emitted over
176 days is ∼ 1051.7 erg (82). This can be compared to the peak black body luminosity of
ASASSN-14li (∼ 1043.7 erg s−1 and∼ 1043.8 erg s−1 for the UVOT and XRT data, respectively)
and total black body energy emitted (1050.5 + 1050.9 = 1051.0 erg, for the sum of the UVOT
and XRT data, respectively). The ratio of the integrated thermal luminosity and the total jet
energy is ∼ 100 and ∼ 102.5 for Swift J2058+05 (82) and ASASSN-14li, respectively. This
large difference in jet efficiency supports our hypothesis that the non-thermal TDFs selected by
Swift BAT observations are a different class of jets.
Radio observations of previous thermal TDF candidates found prior to 2013 are summa-
rized in (14). In table S4 we present an updated compilation using more recent radio upper
limits (71, 78). In general, the radio flares predicted by our model for jets with E ∼ 1048 erg
are an order of magnitude below the flux limit of follow-up observations for almost all previ-
ously observed TDF candidates; the one exception is NGC 5905, which would be marginally
detectable (although the predicted flux is uncertain since the radio observations were obtained
6 years after the peak of this TDF where our model predictions are likely less accurate).
We note that the Bower et al. (2013) (13) sample of Karl G. Jansky VLA (JVLA) follow-up
observations of x-ray selected thermal TDF candidates contains two detections with a flux level
of∼ 100 µJy, both obtained about 20 years after the x-ray detection. However, both radio detec-
tions are unlikely to originate from TDFs. The first, IC 3599 (84), is an optically variable Seyfert
galaxy that recently showed a second x-ray outburst, all of which imply a long-lived AGN as
the source of the x-ray flare (85) and the observed radio emission (74). Bower et al. (2013)
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Table S4: Predicted flux of ASASSN-14li at the redshift of other thermal TDFs. The fourth
column (∆T ) denotes the rest-frame time since maximum light. We show the 5σ upper limit
of the radio flux of known TDFs and the predicted flux of ASASSN-14li in the rest-frame and
observing frequency of the corresponding thermal TDF as extrapolated using our jet model.
Name Redshift ν ∆T Fν Fν,predicted
(GHz) (yr) (µJy) (µJy)
ASASSN-14li 0.021 15.7 0.08 (1.9± 0.1)× 103 2.1× 103
PS1-11af (71) 0.405 4.9 0.13 < 85 3.8
PS1-10jh (14) 0.170 5.0 0.49 < 75 8.2
SDSS-TDE2 (13) 0.252 8.4 1.1 < 100 1.7
SDSS J1201+30 (87) 0.146 4.8 1.4 < 220 5.7
PTF-10iya (14) 0.224 5.0 1.6 < 40 1.9
GALEX-D3-13 (14) 0.370 1.4 1.8 < 150 0.6
PS1-11af (71) 0.405 5.5 1.0 < 50 0.8
PS1-11af (71) 0.405 5.5 2.4 < 75 0.3
SDSS-TDE1 (14) 0.136 5.0 5.4 < 50 1.6
SDSS-TDE2 (14) 0.252 5.0 4.3 < 60 0.5
GALEX-D23-H1 (14) 0.186 5.0 4.8 < 40 0.9
PTF-09axc (78) 0.115 3.5 5.0 < 550 2.9
PTF-09axc (78) 0.115 6.1 5.0 < 250 2.2
NGC 5905 (88) 0.011 8.5 6.0 < 150 184
GALEX-D3-13 (14) 0.370 5.0 7.6 < 40 1.1
GALEX-D1-9 (14) 0.326 5.0 8.0 < 45 0.1
SDSS J1311–01 (13) 0.195 3.0 8.4 < 95 0.4
SDSS J1323+48 (13) 0.086 3.0 8.6 < 170 3.2
RX J1242–1119 (13) 0.050 3.0 20 < 90 4.2
RX J1624+7554 (13) 0.064 3.0 22 < 85 2.0
also detected radio emission within the error circle of the x-ray flare RX J1420+5334 (86),
but the emission does not coincide with the low-redshift galaxy (2MASS J14202436+5334117;
z = 0.147) that is the most likely source of the x-ray flare. Instead the source of the radio emis-
sion is a higher redshift source (SDSS J142025.18+533354.9; z = 0.522), found at the edge of
the 20” circle that denotes the 3-σ uncertainty of the ROSAT all-sky survey detection. Since
the median redshift of the other ROSAT-selected TDFs is 0.037, the radio-emitting galaxy at
z = 0.522 is almost certainly a background source, i.e., unrelated to the x-ray flare. Finally, we
note that both radio detections (IC 3599 and SDSS J142025.18+533354.9) are not confirmed
transients or variables, since they have been observed at JVLA-sensitivity only once.
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6 Origin of radio emission
In this section we first establish that the post-flare radio emission from ASASSN-14li is unlikely
to be dominated by the jet that existed prior to the flare and its origin is unlikely to be a non-
relativistic gas flow. We then proceed to model the observed emission as synchrotron radiation
from a spherical blast wave that was created after the disruption.
6.1 Pre-flare radio emission
The radio emission from radiatively inefficient AGN manifests itself as a flat spectrum radio
core (89, 90), implying a compact conical radio jet (91). For a flat baseline radio SED (α = 0),
the AMI 15.7 GHz light curve presents a factor 10 decrease with respect to this baseline. Further
evidence for the termination of the original jet is the decrease of the 1.4 GHz flux with respect
to the baseline flux from FIRST. Variability at 1.4 GHz is rare; only 0.1% of compact radio
sources show variability at the level observed for ASASSN-14li (34). Most of this variability is
by induced scintillation, which can occur for both high- and low-redshift jets (92).
With the termination of the central engine, there is no longer a source of energy for particle
acceleration upstream in the jet. The synchrotron luminosity of the pre-flare AGN jet is thus
determined by an aging population of electrons that is traveling radially away from the black
hole with a bulk Lorentz factor ΓAGN ≈ 4 (90). Since the total magnetic energy is conserved,
the conical jet geometry implies B ∝ R−1. As the last relativistic electrons stream down the
conical jet, the luminosity in the jet-frame decreases as Lν ∝ B−7/2R2 ∝ R−3/2 ∝ t−3/2.
The timescale for the flux decrease due to the diluting magnetic energy density is set by the
light travel time to the location where the original jet becomes optically thin to synchrotron self-
absorption (2, 91, 93). Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations of NGC 4258
at 22 GHz (94) place this radius at 4000 Schwarzschild radii from the central black hole. The
AGN in NGC 4258 and ASASSN-14li have both radiatively inefficient flows with a similar
narrow line [OIII] luminosity. We thus find
Rssa(ν) ∼ 4× 1015 cm
( ν
22 GHz
)−1 MBH
106.5M
. (1)
Hence the location where most of the 1.4 GHz emission of the original jet was produced is
Rssa ∼ 1017 cm or a few light months. A factor two decrease of the 1.4 GHz flux in the observer
frame could occur on the timescale of∼ 22/3RssaΓj/c ∼ 102 days, while at 16 GHz the decrease
will be twice as fast.
A second process that will decrease the radio emission of the original jet is inverse Compton
(IC) cooling of the electrons by the photons produced in the tidal flare. As evident from Fig. 1
of the main text, the tidal disruption drastically increases the photon energy density near the
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black hole. The IC cooling time can be estimated to be (95):
τIC =
3
4
mec
2
σTU ′phγe
∼ 10 days
(
θj
0.1
)2(
LTDF
1044.6erg s−1
)−1(
Γj
4
)2 ( ν
1.4 GHz
)−15/7
(2)
with U ′ph the energy density of the radiation field in the frame of the jet, θj the opening angle
of the jet (which determines the radial scale of the region that is being cooled, θjRssa), σT
the Thomson scattering cross section, me the electron mass, and γe the Lorentz factor of the
electrons that emit the bulk of the observed synchrotron luminosity. The latter is estimated
using the equipartition magnetic field, which is well-justified by observations of flat spectrum
compact jet cores (96). The left hand side of Eq. 2 is a general expression, while the right hand
side has been normalized to the observed properties of ASASSN-14li. The total luminosity
of the seed photons is normalized to the Eddington limit, which is a factor ten larger than the
peak of the observed optical/UV luminosity. Due to the unknown contribution at extreme-UV
frequencies and dust extinction in the host galaxy, a factor ten bolometric correction is not
uncommon for TDFs [cf. (4), their Fig. 7]. We conclude that IC cooling will rapidly remove
any flux from the pre-existing jet at ν > 10 GHz, while at 1.4 GHz the flux decrease could be a
factor few at the time of the first WSRT observation.
Inverse Compton cooling has no effect on synchrotron emission at large (R > 1017 cm)
scales. Constraining the contribution from a diffuse, optically thin (α ≈= −0.8) component
to the post-flare light curve would be possible with late-time data (after transient emission has
faded), VLBI observations (to measure the fraction of compact flux) or low-frequency radio
observations.
6.2 Non-relativistic outflows
The transrelativistic blast wave required to power the observed radio emission likely arises
from a decelerating relativistic jet. It cannot be produced by the dynamics of the disruption
event itself, because typical velocities of the unbound debris are vu ∼
√
∆, where the spread
in debris specific energy is ∆ = GMBHR?/R2T (97), with RT the tidal disruption radius. For a
solar-type star and MBH = 106M, this gives a very subrelativistic v ∼ 108 cm s−1. If the line
widths measured in the optical spectra of TDFs [typically ∼ 5000 km s−1 (78)] are the result of
Doppler broadening in an outflow, this outflowing gas is also highly sub-relativistic.
Subrelativistic outflows are unlikely to produce significant radio synchrotron luminosity.
This is because synchrotron self-absorption (SSA) will become important for accelerated parti-
cles emitting on too small a radial scale R = vt, where t is the elapsed time since the launching
of the outflow. As shown in Section 1, the observed spectral index between 1.4 GHz and 16 GHz
is α = −0.4 and α = −0.6. If we use the first WSRT epoch to put a conservative upper limit
on the non-transient flux at 1.4 GHz, we find α > 0. We can thus conclude that at ν ≈ 10 GHz
the synchrotron spectrum is optically thin.
To avoid SSA, the brightness temperature must remain below∼ 6×109 K. We can estimate
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the brightness temperature of the emitting source as
TB(ν) =
c4
2kBν2
Sνd
2
4piR2
=
Sνd
2
8pikBν2v2t2
. (3)
The first equality is general; the second assumes the emitted radiation originates from the front
of an outflow. At t = 100 days and ν = 10 GHz, emission from particles in a v < 109 cm s−1
outflow implies a brightness temperature of TB > 7 × 1010 K. For non-relativistic velocities,
the observed radio emission would therefore be well into the synchrotron self-absorption regime
(α > 2), which is clearly inconsistent with the spectral index between 1.4 GHz and 16 GHz.
Particle acceleration at small radii in, e.g., circularization shocks, can likewise be ruled out.
6.3 Blast wave model
To estimate the radio emission from a spherical blast wave created after the disruption we fol-
low the formalism of (98). The blast wave could be the result of an initially collimated jet that
has swept up enough gas in the circumnuclear medium to spread laterally and become approx-
imately spherical (1, 99–101). Though clearly a simplification, a spherical model with appro-
priately chosen energy and external density does a surprisingly good job of reproducing the
late-time radio data from Swift J1644+57 compared to the results of detailed multi-dimensional
hydrodynamical simulations of the deceleration of tidal disruption jets (26). Since at late times
the radio emitting plasma is expanding at mildly relativistic velocities and hence is roughly
isotropic, a spherical blast wave should reasonably reproduce the radio emission as observed by
an off-axis observer and is a reasonable starting point for an analysis given our limited knowl-
edge of the geometry of the system relative to our line of sight.
Figure 2 of the main text shows a comparison between a model fit and the radio light curves.
We assume that fractions of e = 0.2 and B = 0.01 of the post-shock energy are used to ac-
celerate relativistic electrons and to amplify the magnetic field, respectively. We make the
standard assumption that relativistic electrons are accelerated into a power-law distribution
N(E) ∝ E−p, with a power-law index p = 2.1, similar to that used to model gamma-ray
burst afterglows (102). The blast wave is assumed to begin with a mildly relativistic velocity
(initial Lorentz factor Γ = 2), to possess a total energy of E ≈ 2 × 1048 erg, and to propagate
into a medium of density n = 1000 cm−3 about 20 days prior to the first Swift observation. Our
results are not strongly dependent on the assumed start time of the circumnuclear medium-jet
interaction. Since we assume a point injection of energy, the earliest phases of the interaction,
before the blast wave has reached a self similar evolution, cannot be precisely defined by our
model.
The 15.7 GHz emission peaks at early times, within days of the injection of energy. How-
ever, if the energy were instead injected over an extended interval of time, the early light curve
would flatten somewhat. The delayed rise of the 1.4 GHz flux is due to the fact that the self-
absorption frequency remains between the 1.4 and 15.7 GHz bands until it drops below 1.4 GHz
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at t ∼ 130 days, after which time the 1.4 GHz flux follows a similar decay as the 15.7 GHz
light curve.
The energy of the blast wave that we infer to be ∼ few ×1048 erg is at least 3−4 orders of
magnitude smaller than the kinetic power of relativistic jets responsible for powering the hard
x-ray and radio emission of Swift J1644+57 (11,12, 103, 104) and Swift J2058+05 (9,82).
To decelerate by the time of our first radio observations we require a density of∼ 103 cm−3.
Is such a high density reasonable in the galactic nucleus on the scales of the jetted emission? If
prior to the TDF the black hole is accreting spherically at a rate of M˙ , then the density at radius
r due to Bondi accretion is given by
n ≈ M˙
4pimpr2vff
≈ 5000 cm−3
(
M˙
10−3M˙Edd
)(
MBH
106M
)1/2 ( r
1016 cm
)−3/2
(4)
where vff = (2GMBH/r)1/2 is the free-fall velocity and we have normalized M˙ to the Eddington
accretion rate M˙Edd ≡ LEdd/ηc2 for a fiducial radiative efficiency η = 0.1.
The jet of half-opening angle θ ≈ 0.1 and initial Lorentz factor Γ ≈ 2 will decelerate
significantly and spread sideways (assuming it has not already done so at an earlier stage; see
below) once it has swept up a gaseous mass Mswept ∼ (piθ2/3)mpnr3 which is comparable to
its own rest mass Mj ≈ E/Γc2. This approximately occurs at the radius
rdec ≈ 4× 1016 cm Γ−2/3
(
E
1048 erg
)2/3(
θ
0.1
)−4/3(
M˙
10−3M˙Edd
)−2/3(
MBH
106M
)−1/3
. (5)
For values of Γ ∼ few and E ∼ few 1048 erg (as needed to fit the radio data), and for the
ranges of accretion rates M˙ . 10−3M˙Edd that characterize the pre-flare low luminosity AGN
(see Section 2), we find rdec ∼ 1017 cm assuming a narrowly collimated jet of θ = 0.1 similar
to those of AGN jets. The density at such a radius from equation (4) is n(rdec) ∼ 600 cm−3, in
reasonable agreement with the value of ∼ 103 cm−3 needed to fit the radio light curves.
Deceleration of the jet would occur more rapidly if it precesses due to Lense-Thirring
torques from misaligned BH spin (105). Given a misalignment angle ψ between the jet axis
and the BH spin axis, Mswept increases by a factor up to 2 sinψ/θ and rdec decreases by a factor
up to (4 sinψ/θ)−2/3 (the enhancement will be smaller if the jet precession timescale is much
longer than rdec/c, or the misalignment angle is very small).
A significantly wider initial angle could also arise naturally in a weak jet. As shown in (106),
a hydrodynamical jet only remains collimated by its environment of density n if its luminosity
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exceeds a critical value of
Lj,min ≈ nmpc3r2θ5/3
≈ 5× 1041 erg s−1
(
θ
0.1
)5/3(
M˙
10−3M˙Edd
)(
MBH
106M
)1/2 ( r
1016 cm
)1/2
,
(6)
where we have used equation (4) to substitute n. If the total inferred jet energy of E ∼ few 1048
erg were released over a duration of tj ∼ month, then the luminosity of Lj ∼ E/tj ∼ 1042 erg
s−1 is comparable to the limit of equation (6). The jet could thus have begun highly collimated
near the black hole, but was disrupted at larger radii (Lj,min ∝ r1/2).
Finally, we expand here on an implication of the host galaxy’s prior AGN. The circum-
nuclear medium densities required to explain our radio light curves are easily attainable in a
moderately sub-Eddington Bondi flow, but are orders of magnitude higher than what would
exist in the cone of a pre-existing jet. In order to explain observed emission from the tidal
disruption jet, the jet must either (i) have a significantly larger θ than did the AGN jet, or (ii)
they must be pointed along different axes. The likelihood of the first possibility is difficult to
quantify without observations of the rise of the radio light curve; the second would imply that
jets from misaligned accretion disks are generally launched along the disk angular momentum
vector, not the BH spin vector, in tension with the analysis of Swift J1644+57 presented in (105).
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Table S5: Black body parameters from UVOT and XRT observations
UVOT XRT
Epoch T R χ2/dof T R χ2/dof
(MJD) (×104 K) (×1014 cm) (×105 K) (×1011 cm)
56991.4 3.5± 0.3 2.2± 0.2 4.2/4 7.7± 0.2 5.0± 0.4 64.3/60
56993.9 2.6± 0.2 2.7± 0.3 17.4/4 7.4± 0.2 5.9± 0.5 72.3/63
56995.3 3.8± 0.4 2.0± 0.2 6.5/4 7.7± 0.2 4.5± 0.4 72.2/58
56998.2 3.6± 0.4 2.0± 0.2 9.8/4 8.0± 0.2 4.9± 0.4 91.0/65
57001.6 3.5± 0.4 2.1± 0.2 5.3/4 7.9± 0.2 4.7± 0.4 92.1/63
57004.1 3.8± 0.5 1.8± 0.2 3.8/4 7.5± 0.3 5.7± 0.8 59.9/50
57007.3 3.7± 0.5 1.7± 0.2 4.9/4 8.0± 0.1 4.9± 0.3 104.4/75
57010.8 3.5± 0.4 1.8± 0.2 6.5/4 7.9± 0.1 5.1± 0.3 68.6/67
57013.1 3.4± 0.4 1.9± 0.2 9.9/4 8.0± 0.1 4.6± 0.3 83.2/74
57016.1 3.5± 0.4 1.7± 0.2 7.6/4 7.7± 0.2 5.3± 0.5 57.5/65
57019.5 3.4± 0.4 1.6± 0.2 3.5/4 7.7± 0.1 5.0± 0.4 119.2/72
57022.7 3.1± 0.3 1.8± 0.2 7.7/4 7.9± 0.2 4.2± 0.4 52.0/66
57029.3 2.9± 0.4 1.6± 0.3 7.5/4 8.1± 0.1 4.3± 0.3 88.8/77
57033.0 5.1± 1.3 1.0± 0.2 6.1/4 7.6± 0.2 5.3± 0.5 63.0/56
57036.0 2.6± 0.3 1.9± 0.3 3.5/4 7.5± 0.2 5.7± 0.5 66.4/58
57039.0 4.1± 0.7 1.2± 0.2 1.2/4 7.6± 0.2 5.1± 0.4 77.2/58
57042.2 3.3± 0.5 1.4± 0.3 5.1/4 7.9± 0.2 4.6± 0.4 51.5/65
57045.6 3.6± 0.6 1.2± 0.2 2.8/4 7.9± 0.2 4.6± 0.4 77.3/63
57048.7 2.9± 0.4 1.5± 0.2 2.0/4 7.5± 0.2 5.2± 0.5 58.2/55
57051.5 3.9± 0.8 1.1± 0.2 5.0/4 7.2± 0.2 6.1± 0.6 53.8/55
57054.0 3.3± 0.5 1.3± 0.2 0.9/4 7.4± 0.2 5.3± 0.5 86.7/60
57057.5 3.0± 0.4 1.5± 0.2 4.0/4 7.2± 0.2 5.6± 0.5 52.9/58
57059.8 3.5± 0.7 1.2± 0.3 3.8/4 7.5± 0.2 4.8± 0.5 83.5/57
57065.8 3.9± 0.9 1.1± 0.3 1.1/4 7.6± 0.3 4.3± 0.6 50.8/49
57068.8 2.3± 0.2 1.7± 0.3 1.1/4 7.0± 0.3 5.7± 0.8 52.5/46
57071.7 3.0± 0.4 1.4± 0.2 3.0/4 7.1± 0.2 5.6± 0.6 71.0/52
57074.8 3.4± 0.6 1.1± 0.2 2.9/4 7.5± 0.2 4.5± 0.5 60.0/57
57077.6 4.2± 1.0 0.9± 0.2 3.0/4 6.7± 0.3 6.2± 1.0 46.9/41
57080.9 3.2± 0.8 1.1± 0.3 2.1/4 7.0± 0.2 5.8± 0.6 102.6/54
57086.9 3.6± 0.7 0.9± 0.2 0.1/4 7.5± 0.2 4.5± 0.5 60.4/55
57089.3 3.9± 0.9 0.8± 0.2 2.9/4 7.7± 0.2 4.4± 0.5 108.2/58
57099.4 3.1± 0.6 1.0± 0.2 0.8/3 7.0± 0.3 5.8± 0.9 80.2/47
57102.4 2.8± 0.6 1.1± 0.3 4.6/3 7.3± 0.2 4.7± 0.6 69.5/54
57105.2 – – – 7.4± 0.6 3.5± 1.1 50.3/30
57108.8 4.0± 1.3 0.7± 0.2 1.1/3 6.9± 0.2 5.9± 0.8 50.6/48
57111.9 3.1± 0.6 0.9± 0.2 3.5/3 7.2± 0.2 5.3± 0.6 46.9/53
57114.1 3.8± 1.2 0.7± 0.3 4.2/3 7.4± 0.3 4.3± 0.6 74.2/50
57117.7 3.1± 0.6 0.9± 0.2 5.9/3 7.6± 0.3 3.8± 0.5 81.0/56
57120.3 2.5± 0.4 1.1± 0.3 1.5/3 7.2± 0.3 4.5± 0.7 73.1/42
57123.5 3.0± 0.6 0.8± 0.2 1.8/3 7.2± 0.2 4.7± 0.6 46.8/45
57126.1 3.2± 0.9 0.7± 0.3 1.6/3 7.1± 0.3 4.7± 0.6 43.4/49
57129.2 3.3± 1.1 0.7± 0.3 0.0/3 7.0± 0.3 5.2± 0.8 60.6/43
57132.5 3.8± 1.5 0.6± 0.3 5.5/4 7.5± 0.3 3.8± 0.5 28.7/45
57136.1 4.6± 2.4 0.5± 0.3 3.0/3 6.7± 0.4 5.2± 1.1 48.0/35
57139.3 5.1± 2.2 0.5± 0.2 1.6/3 6.7± 0.3 6.1± 1.0 63.2/39
57147.6 4.9± 2.2 0.5± 0.2 3.1/3 6.9± 0.3 4.5± 0.7 55.9/46
57150.2 3.4± 0.8 0.7± 0.2 1.8/3 6.5± 0.2 6.2± 0.9 47.5/43
57153.4 2.9± 0.6 0.8± 0.2 1.8/3 6.4± 0.2 6.3± 1.0 55.1/49
57156.3 5.6± 4.6 0.4± 0.3 2.7/3 7.0± 0.3 4.6± 0.8 61.9/40
57173.0 3.2± 1.0 0.7± 0.3 4.1/3 6.7± 0.3 5.2± 0.9 36.8/41
57176.1 2.6± 0.5 0.9± 0.3 2.0/3 6.1± 0.3 7.2± 1.4 37.6/38
57179.0 3.3± 1.6 0.7± 0.4 1.7/3 6.8± 0.6 4.5± 1.4 40.6/25
57182.1 2.8± 1.2 0.8± 0.5 1.0/3 6.6± 0.5 4.8± 1.4 32.4/33
57186.0 4.8± 2.9 0.4± 0.2 6.2/3 6.4± 0.4 5.9± 1.4 33.1/35
57188.5 – – – – – –
57191.8 3.4± 1.1 0.6± 0.2 0.4/3 5.8± 0.3 9.3± 1.9 59.8/37
57194.7 3.9± 2.0 0.5± 0.3 3.1/3 6.0± 0.3 7.2± 1.3 51.3/41
57200.4 2.9± 0.7 0.7± 0.2 8.9/3 5.9± 0.4 8.0± 2.0 19.2/30
57203.8 5.5± 4.8 0.4± 0.3 8.7/3 7.1± 0.4 3.6± 0.7 29.9/39
57226.2 6.0± 5.1 0.4± 0.3 2.1/3 5.8± 0.4 7.9± 2.3 59.1/30
57230.4 6.6± 6.1 0.3± 0.2 1.8/3 6.0± 0.4 7.3± 2.2 16.5/25
57236.4 – – – 6.2± 0.3 6.1± 1.3 34.5/34
57238.8 – – – 6.1± 0.3 6.5± 1.4 47.8/33
57242.1 – – – 6.2± 0.3 6.1± 1.3 40.8/33
57246.9 – – – 6.4± 0.4 4.8± 1.1 65.0/37
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